How to protect your business with GEIGER tools?

install tools

protect & learn

monitor your devices

get support

What's in the GEIGER toolbox today?

**GEIGER app**
Assess your risks, share scores within your company, learn how to improve, compare to other companies

**Cyberrange** (by Montimage)
Learn to recognise phishing e-mails

**Chatbot** (by KPMG)
Learn about the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), and report incidents to your National Cyber Security Centre

**Mobile Security Scanner** (by Montimage & Kaspersky)
Scan your mobile devices for malware, and make sure you use the most secure settings

**CySec Mobile Learning** (by FHNW)
Learn more about the most important cybersecurity topics currently out there

**RO-BOOST** (by DNSC) & **IDS** (by Montimage)
Make sure that your whole network is robust and resistant against attacks

...and more to come!

Learn more!
https://cyber-geiger.eu